Germany’s top technical university — a global career destination

Discover TUM. The Entrepreneurial University.

The difference can be seen particularly in terms of what TUM offers the world’s most promising young researchers: real opportunities, based above all on performance, to achieve scientific independence and professional security. This system is flanked by policies and services that make it easier for international professors and their (often dual-career) families to make themselves at home in Munich — one of the world’s best places to live and work, better still with a support network ready to welcome and assist newcomers.

Main thrust of this effort is the TUM Faculty Tenure Track System, launched in 2012 with a commitment to hire 100 new tenure track professors by 2020. With this TUM aims to force the transformation of the conventional German appointment system, a maze-like anachronism choked with obstacles, into an open, performance-oriented career path. This culture-changing enterprise is grounded in the recognition that the best young talents can only be recruited where they know they can advance within the system. Performance-based criteria — for the initial appointment of an assistant professor as well as for advancement to associate professor and full professor — are clearly defined and transparently implemented.

Our latest step in this direction offers the chance to win a joint appointment at TUM and one of the world’s most prominent non-university research institutions, the Max Planck Society (MPG). A successful applicant to head a Max Planck or Minerva Research Group can simultaneously be appointed to a tenure track professorship at TUM. Thus together, MPG and TUM can offer a comprehensive package for promising young scientists — from first-class laboratory facilities to the right to confer doctorates and the option of further advancement as part of our faculty — that is (again) unique in Germany. MPG and TUM complement each other perfectly, offering both excellent working conditions and clear opportunities for career advancement right from the start.

TUM Faculty Tenure Track — together with initiatives such as senior-level professorships reserved for distinguished women in research, mechanisms to bring international scientists to Munich as postdocs or as visiting professors, and a suite of family-friendly support programs — should make TUM an increasingly attractive destination for top talent worldwide. This in turn will be a key to our university’s continued scientific excellence and its effectiveness as a servant of society.

Why Germany? Why not?
It’s easy to say why Germany should be attractive to bright, talented people from all over the world. Our economy is strong and largely based on scientific discovery and technological innovation. Science is valued and broadly supported by our society. Students can get a world-class education here without taking on a crushing burden of debt. Researchers have access to funding sources that are well endowed and managed progressively, with a long-term perspective. The quality of life, by any measure, is excellent.

And yet we know there are barriers that can stand in the way. One of these, the perception that the German language is hard to learn, is understandable but out of date. We offer dozens of degree programs in English, more every year. This benefits not only international students but also young Germans competing in a global labor market where English is the lingua franca.

There is a more serious barrier, which mainly concerns those considering academic careers: the perception that the way German universities recruit and promote professors is not transparent, competitive, or fair. Here too, however, things are changing. We are leading the change.

Germany’s first true tenure track, and more
TUM has introduced an end-to-end recruiting and career system that is consistent with best practices worldwide and remains — even as others begin to follow our lead — unique in Germany.
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